This is the evening EINBLATT! — January 1978 edition — with all the news about the Minnesota Science Fiction Society that's fit to print; brought to you by Northwest Occident Zeppelinlines, now with more flights to St. Paul than ever before ((ta-dah-tah: GONG!)). And now, Uncle Dodo with the news:

ELECTIONS: are upcoming. The yearly elections for the positions on the Society's Board of Directors, that is. As is usual, there will be two MNSTF meetings at which names may be placed in nomination, and the election itself will be held at another meeting. See the list of upcoming meetings for those dates. Also as is usual, the number of positions on the Board will be determined by the electors. For the information of those who may not have heard, the current Board consists of Jan Appelbaum, Margie Lesser, Scott Imes, David Dyer-Bennet, and Dave Wixon. The newly-elected Board will have the duty of appointing the administrative officers of the Society for the next year. A list of those eligible to vote will be leaked before the election, an informed source declined to say today.

MINICON: the mostly annual Spring rites of the Society and friends will take place over the Easter week-end, at the Leamington. See a Progress Report for details. Members of the Society are reminded that it takes a blank of a lot of work to put one of these things on, and your support is needed in a more-than-moral form. It is impossible for everyone to have one of those Glamor Jobs on the Committee (HAH!) — but it's also impossible to have a con without lots of people willing to pitch in on any tiny job. Contact Carol Annds or the Minicon Committee to learn how you can help. Please!

THE EDITORSHIP OF MUNE: will be relinquished by David Emerson after June 5 is done, and the Board of Directors is seeking a replacement. Anyone interested should contact the Board, through any Director, and/or appear before the Board at their meeting on Feb. 5th, 1:00 PM, at 343 E. 19th St., Apt. 6B, in Minneapolis.

MEETINGS: Sat., Feb. 11 — Doug Kirke, 8575 Lincoln St. NE, Spring Lake Park/766-3329//Go north on Central, left on 85th.
Sat., Feb. 25 — Mark Digre, 110 13th Ave. SE, Minneapolis/378-1383//Please, no smoking at this one!
(The two Feb. meetings will be used for nominations; see ELECTIONS.)
Sat., Mar. 11 — Denny Lion, 2408 Dupont Ave. So., #1, MPLS/374-9021//Election and announcement of results.
March 24-26: Minicon.

MINICON MEETING — for the Committee and anyone interested in helping:
Sun., Jan. 29, 1 PM — 343 E. 19th St., Apt. 6B, MPLS.

CALL TO ARMS: Members are invited to join Uncle Dodo in his campaign to write in Animal (of the Muppet Show) as Drummer on the next Playboy Pop and Jazz Poll....
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